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Abstrat

Emerging mobile omputing appliations often need to know where

things are physially loated. To meet this need, many di�erent loation

systems and tehnologies have been developed. In this paper we present

a the basi tehniques used for loation-sensing, desribe a taxonomy of

loation system properties, present a survey of researh and ommerial

loation systems that de�ne the �eld, show how the taxonomy an be

used to evaluate loation-sensing systems, and o�er suggestions for future

researh. It is our hope that this paper is a useful referene for researhers

and loation-aware appliation builders alike for understanding and eval-

uating the many options in this domain.

1 Introdution

To serve us well, emerging mobile omputing appliations will need to know the

physial loation of things so that they an reord them and report them to

us: Are we almost to the ampsite? What lab benh was I standing by when

I prepared these tissue samples? How should our searh-and-resue team move

to quikly loate all the avalanhe vitims? Can I automatially display this

stok devaluation hart on the large sreen I am standing next to? Where is

the nearest ardia de�brillation unit?

Researhers are working to meet these and similar needs by developing sys-

tems and tehnologies that automatially loate people, equipment, and other

This tehnial report is an extended version of the artile Loation Systems for Ubiquitous

Computing [22℄
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tangibles. Indeed, many systems over the years have addressed the problem

of automati loation-sensing. Beause eah approah solves a slightly di�er-

ent problem or supports di�erent appliations, they vary in many parameters,

suh as the physial phenomena used for loation determination, the form fa-

tor of the sensing apparatus, power requirements, infrastruture versus portable

elements, and resolution in time and spae.

To make sense of this domain, we have developed a taxonomy to help devel-

opers of loation-aware appliations better evaluate their options when hoosing

a loation-sensing system. The taxonomy may also aid researhers in identifying

opportunities for new loation-sensing tehniques.

In Setion 2, we present the basi tehniques, suh as triangulation, used for

loation-sensing. Setion 3 de�nes a taxonomy by examining issues in loation

system implementations. Setion 4 then surveys several important ommerial

and researh loation systems and plaes them in the taxonomy. In Setion 5, we

give an example of applying the taxonomy to hoose a loation-sensing system

for an appliation. Finally, Setion 6 desribes future researh diretions and

Setion 7 onludes.

2 Loation Sensing Tehniques

Triangulation, sene analysis, and proximity are the three prinipal tehniques

for automati loation-sensing. Loation systems may employ them individually

or in ombination. For eah tehnique we desribe its basi onepts, list some

implementation tehnologies, and give examples of loation systems whih use

the tehnique.

2.1 Triangulation

The triangulation loation-sensing tehnique uses the geometri properties of

triangles to ompute objet loations. Triangulation is divisible into the sub-

ategories of lateration, using distane measurements, and angulation, using

primarily angle or bearing measurements.

2.1.1 Lateration

We de�ne the term lateration to mean for distane measurements what angula-

tion means for angles. Lateration omputes the position of an objet by mea-

suring its distane from multiple referene positions. Calulating an objet's

position in two dimensions requires distane measurements from 3 non-ollinear

points as shown in Figure 1. In 3 dimensions, distane measurements from 4

non-oplanar points are required. Domain-spei� knowledge may redue the

number of required distane measurements. For example, the Ative Bat Loa-

tion System measures distane from indoor mobile tags, alled Bats, to a grid

of eiling mounted ultrasound sensors [21℄. A Bat's 3-dimensional position an

be determined using only 3 distane measurements beause the sensors in the
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Figure 1: Determining 2D position using lateration requires distane measure-

ments between the objet 'X' and 3 non-ollinear points.

eiling are always above the reeiver. The geometri ambiguity of only 3 dis-

tane measurements an be resolved beause the Bat is known to be below the

sensors and not in the alternate possible position on the next oor or roof above

the sensor grid.

There are three general approahes to measuring the distanes required by

the lateration tehnique.

1. Diret. Diret measurement of distane uses a physial ation or move-

ment. For example, a robot an extend a probe until it touhes something

solid or take measurements with a tape measure. Diret distane measure-

ments are simple to understand but diÆult to obtain automatially due to

the omplexities involved in oordinating autonomous physial movement.

2. Time-of-Flight. Measuring distane from an objet to some point P us-

ing time-of-ight means measuring the time it takes to travel between the

objet and point P at a known veloity. The objet itself may be moving,

suh as an airplane traveling at a known veloity for a given time interval,

or, as is far more typial, the objet is approximately stationary and we

are instead observing the di�erene in transmission and arrival time of

an emitted signal. For example, sound waves have a veloity of approxi-

mately 344 meters per seond in 21

Æ

C air. Therefore, an ultrasound pulse

sent by an objet and arriving at point P 14.5 milliseonds later allows

us to onlude that the objet is 5 meters away from point P . Measuring

the time-of-ight of light or radio is also possible but requires loks with

muh higher resolution (by six orders of magnitude) then those used for

timing ultrasound sine a light pulse emitted by the objet has a veloity
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of 299,792,458 meters per seond and will travel the 5 meters to point P

in 16.7 nanoseonds. Also, depending on the apabilities of the objet and

the reeiver at point P , it may be neessary to measure a round-trip delay

orresponding to twie the distane.

Ignoring pulses arriving at point P via an indiret (and hene longer)

path aused by reetions in the environment is a hallenge in measur-

ing time-of-ight sine diret and reeted pulses look idential. Ative

Bats and others statistially prune away reeted measurements by aggre-

gating multiple reeivers' measurements and observing the environment's

reetive properties.

Another issue in taking time-of-ight measurements is agreement about

the time. When only one measurement is needed, as with round-trip

sound or radar reetions, \agreement" is simple beause the transmit-

ting objet is also the reeiver and must simply maintain its own time

with suÆient preision to ompute the distane. However, in a system

like GPS, the reeiver is not synhronized with the satellite transmitters

and thus annot preisely measure the time it took the signal to reah

the ground from spae. Therefore, GPS satellites are preisely synhro-

nized with eah other and transmit their loal time in the signal allowing

reeivers to ompute the di�erene in time-of-ight. GPS reeivers an

ompute their 3-dimensional position (latitude, longitude, and elevation)

using 4 satellites. The satellites are always above the reeivers so only 3

satellites would normally be required to provide distane measurements

in order to estimate a 3D position. However in GPS a fourth satellite

measurement is required to allow us to solve for the forth unknown, the

error between the reeiver lok and the synhronized satellite loks { a

system of four equations (4 satellite signals) and four unknowns (X, Y, Z,

and transmission time). Refer to [16℄ for an exellent summary of GPS

theory. To maintain synhronization, eah of the 27 GPS satellites on-

tains four esium/rubidium atomi loks whih are loally averaged to

maintain a time auray of 1 part in 10

13

seonds. Furthermore, eah

satellite gets synhronized daily to the more aurate atomi loks at US

Naval Observatory by US Air Fore GPS ground ontrol.

Time-of-ight loation-sensing systems inlude GPS, the Ative Bat Lo-

ation System [21℄, the Criket Loation Support System [32℄, Bluesoft

[27℄, and PulsON Time Modulated Ultra Wideband tehnology [36℄.

3. Attenuation. The intensity of an emitted signal dereases as the distane

from the emission soure inreases. The derease relative to the original

intensity is the attenuation. Given a funtion orrelating attenuation and

distane for a type of emission and the original strength of the emission,

it is possible to estimate the distane from an objet to some point P by

measuring the strength of the emission when it reahes P . For example,

a free spae radio signal emitted by an objet will be attenuated by a

fator proportional to 1=r

2

when it reahes point P at distane r from the
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Figure 2: This example of 2D angulation illustrates loating objet 'X' using

angles relative to a 0

Æ

referene vetor and the distane between two referene

points. 2D angulation always requires at least two angle and one distane mea-

surement to unambiguously loate an objet.

objet.

In environments with many obstrutions suh as an indoor oÆe spae,

measuring distane using attenuation is usually less aurate than time-

of-ight. Signal propagation issues suh as reetion, refration, and mul-

tipath ause the attenuation to orrelate poorly with distane resulting in

inaurate and impreise distane estimates.

The SpotON ad ho loation system implements attenuation measurement

using low-ost tags. SpotON tags use radio signal attenuation to estimate

inter-tag distane [23℄ and exploits the density of tag lusters and orrela-

tion of multiple measurements to mitigate some of the signal propagation

diÆulties.

2.1.2 Angulation

Angulation is similar to lateration exept, instead of distanes, angles are used

for determining the position of an objet. In general, two dimensional angu-

lation requires two angle measurements and one length measurement suh as

the distane between the referene points as shown in Figure 2. In three di-

mensions, one length measurement, one azimuth measurement, and two angle

measurements are needed to speify a preise position. Angulation implementa-

tions sometimes hoose to designate a onstant referene vetor (e.g. magneti

north) as 0

Æ

.

Phased antenna arrays are an exellent enabling tehnology for the angu-

lation tehnique. Multiple antennas with known separation measure the time

of arrival of a signal. Given the di�erenes in arrival times and the geometry

of the reeiving array, it is then possible to ompute the angle from whih the
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emission originated. If there are enough elements in the array and large enough

separations, the angulation alulation an be performed.

The VHF Omnidiretional Ranging (VOR) airraft navigation system is a

di�erent example of the angulation tehnique. As any pilot knows, VOR stations

are ground-based transmitters in known loations whih repeatedly broadast

2 simultaneous signal pulses. The �rst signal is an omnidiretional referene

ontaining the station's identity. The seond signal is swept rapidly through

360

Æ

like the light from a lighthouse at a rate suh that the signals are in

phase at magneti north and 180

Æ

out of phase to the south. By measuring the

phase shift, airraft listening to a VOR station an ompute their \radial," the

ompass angle formed by the diret vetor to the VOR station and magneti

north, to 1

Æ

. Airraft loation an be omputed via angulation using 2 VOR

stations. VHF radio signals are limited to line-of-sight reeption and the range

of the transmitted signals is 40-130 nautial miles.

2.2 Sene Analysis

The sene analysis loation-sensing tehnique uses features of a sene observed

from a partiular vantage point to draw onlusions about the loation of the

observer or of objets in the sene. Usually the observed senes are simpli�ed

to obtain features that are easy to represent and ompare (e.g., the shape of

horizon silhouettes suh as Figure 3 as seen by a vehile mounted amera [5℄).

In stati sene analysis, observed features are looked up in a prede�ned dataset

that maps them to objet loations. In ontrast, di�erential sene analysis

traks the di�erene between suessive senes to estimate loation. Di�erenes

in the senes will orrespond to movements of the observer and if features in

the senes are known to be at spei� positions, the observer an ompute its

own position relative to them.

The advantage of sene analysis is that the loation of objets an be inferred

using passive observation and features that do not orrespond to geometri an-

gles or distanes As we have seen, measuring geometri quantities often requires

motion or the emission of signals, both of whih an ompromise privay and

an require more power. The disadvantage of sene analysis is that the observer

needs to have aess to the features of the environment against whih it will

ompare its observed senes. Furthermore, hanges to the environment in a

way that alters the pereived features of the senes may neessitate reonstru-

tion of the prede�ned dataset or retrieval of an entirely new dataset.

The sene itself an onsist of visual images, suh as frames aptured by

a wearable amera [35℄, or any other measurable physial phenomena, suh as

the eletromagneti harateristis that our when an objet is at a partiular

position and orientation. The Mirosoft Researh RADAR loation system is an

example of the latter. RADAR uses a dataset of signal strength measurements

reated by observing the radio transmissions of an 802.11 wireless networking

devie at many positions and orientations throughout a building [3℄. The loa-

tion of other 802.11 network devies an then be omputed by performing table

lookup on the prebuilt dataset. The observed features, signal strength values in
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Figure 3: Horizon shapes extrated from a visual sene an be used statially

to look up the observer's loation from a prebuilt dataset or dynamially to

ompute movement of the vehile mounted amera.

this ase, orrelate with partiular loations in the building but do not diretly

map to geometri lengths and angles desribing those loations.

2.3 Proximity

A proximity loation-sensing tehnique entails determining when an objet is

\near" a known loation. The objet's presene is sensed using a physial phe-

nomenon with limited range. There are three general approahes to sensing

proximity:

1. Deteting physial ontat. Deteting physial ontat with an objet

is the most basi sort of proximity sensing. Tehnologies for sensing phys-

ial ontat inlude pressure sensors, touh sensors, and apaitive �eld

detetors. Capaitive �eld detetion has been used to implement a Touh

Mouse [25℄ and Contat, a system for intra-body data ommuniation

among objets in diret ontat with a person's skin [31℄.

2. Monitoring wireless ellular aess points. Monitoring when a mo-

bile devie is in range of one or more aess points in a wireless ellular

network is another implementation of the proximity loation tehnique

and is illustrated by Figure 4. Examples of suh systems inlude the

Ative Badge Loation System [37℄ and the Xerox ParTAB System [39℄,

both using di�use infrared ells in an oÆe environment, and the Carnegie

Mellon Wireless Andrew [24℄ using a ampus-wide 802.11 wireless radio

network.

3. Observing automati ID systems. A third implementation of the

proximity loation-sensing tehnique uses automati identi�ation systems
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Figure 4: Objets 'X', 'Y', and 'Z' are loated by monitoring their onnetivity

to one or more aess point in a wireless ellular network. The ell geometry

is an artifat of the wireless tehnology tehnology used in the implementation.

For example, a radio ellular network ell may have the shape of the region

ontaining objet 'X' while di�use infrared in a room is onstrained by the

walls resulting in a square shape.

suh as redit ard point-of-sale terminals, omputer login histories, land-

line telephone reords, eletroni ard lok logs, and identi�ation tags

suh as eletroni highway E-Toll systems, UPC produt odes, and in-

jetable livestok identi�ation apsules [38℄. If the devie sanning the

label, interrogating the tag, or monitoring the transation has a known

loation, the loation of the mobile objet an be inferred.

Proximity approahes may need to be ombined with identi�ation systems

if they do not inlude a method for identi�ation in the proximity detetion.

For example, the Contat system [31℄ enables ommuniation between objets

a user is touhing and all these objets an exhange identi�ation information

over the same ommuniation hannel. Livestok tags have unique signatures

identifying individual animals. Similarly for ell phones. In ontrast, the Touh

Mouse and pressure sensors, require an auxiliary identi�ation system sine the

method used to detet proximity does not provide identi�ation diretly.

3 Loation System Properties

A broad set of issues arises when we disuss and lassify loation system im-

plementations. These issues are generally independent of the tehnologies or

tehniques a system uses. Although ertainly not all orthogonal, nor equally

appliable to every system, the lassi�ation axes we present do form a reason-
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able taxonomy for haraterizing or evaluating loation systems.

The Global Positioning System is perhaps the most widely publiized loation-

sensing system. GPS provides an exellent lateration framework for determin-

ing geographi positions. The worldwide satellite onstellation has reliable and

ubiquitous overage and, assuming a di�erential referene or use of the Wide

Area Augmentation System, allows reeivers to ompute their loation to within

1 to 5 meters [12℄. Airraft, hikers, searh-and-resue teams, and rental ars all

urrently use GPS. Given its elebrity, we use GPS as a running example to

introdue our lassi�ers.

3.1 Physial Position and Symboli Loation

A loation system an provide two kinds of information: physial and symboli.

GPS provides physial positions. For example, our building is situated at at

47

Æ

39

0

17"N by 122

Æ

18

0

23"W , at a 20.5-meter elevation. In ontrast, symboli

loation enompasses abstrat ideas of where something is: in the kithen, in

Kalamazoo, next to a mailbox, on a train approahing Denver.

A system providing a physial position an usually be augmented to pro-

vide orresponding symboli loation information with additional information,

infrastruture, or both. For example, a laptop equipped with a GPS reeiver

an aess a separate database that ontains the positions and geometri ser-

vie regions of other objets to provide appliations with symboli information

[7℄. Linking real-time train positions to the reservation and tiketing database

an help loate a passenger on a train. Appliations an also use the physial

position to determine a range of symboli information. For example, one appli-

ation an use a single GPS physial position to �nd the losest printer, while

another may link it with alendar information to provide information about that

person's urrent ativity.

The distintion between physial position and symboli loation is more

pronouned with some tehnologies than others. GPS is learly a physial-

positioning tehnology. Point-of-sale logs, bar ode sanners, and systems that

monitor omputer login ativity are symboli loation tehnologies mostly based

on proximity to known objets. However, some systems suh as Criket an be

used in either mode, depending on their spei� on�guration.

The resolution of physial-positioning systems an have impliations for the

de�nitiveness of the symboli information they an be used to derive. For ex-

ample, knowing where a person is inside a building, to within 10 meters, may

be ine�etive in plaing that person in a spei� room beause of the position

of walls within that 10-meter range. Purely symboli loation systems typially

provide only very oarse-grained physial positions. Using them often requires

multiple readings or sensors to inrease auray { suh as using multiple over-

lapping proximity sensors to detet someone's position within a room.
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3.2 Absolute versus Relative

An absolute loation system uses a shared referene grid for all loated objets.

For example, all GPS reeivers use latitude, longitude, and altitude { or their

equivalents, suh as Universal Transverse Merator (UTM) oordinates { for

reporting loation. Two GPS reeivers plaed at the same position will report

equivalent position readings, and 47

Æ

39

0

17"N by 122

Æ

18

0

23"W refers to the

same plae regardless of GPS reeiver.

In a relative system, eah objet an have its own frame of referene. For

example, a mountain resue team searhing for avalanhe vitims an use hand-

held omputers to loate vitims' avalanhe transeivers. Eah resuer's devie

reports the vitims' position relative to itself.

An absolute loation an be transformed into a relative loation { relative

to a seond referene point, that is. However, a seond absolute loation is not

always available. In reverse, we an use triangulation to determine an absolute

position from multiple relative readings if we know the absolute position of the

referene points. But we often an't know these positions if the referene points

are themselves mobile. Thus, the absolute versus relative distintion denotes

primarily what information is available and how the system uses it rather than

any innate apabilities.

3.3 Loalized Loation Computation

Some systems provide a loation apability and insist that the objet being

loated atually omputes its own position. This model ensures privay by

mandating that no other entity may know where the loated objet is unless

the objet spei�ally takes ation to publish that information. For example,

orbiting GPS satellites have no knowledge about who uses the signals they trans-

mit. Online map servers suh as Expedia [28℄ and old-fashioned road atlases

and print maps also fall into this ategory.

In ontrast, some systems require the loated objet to periodially broad-

ast, respond with, or otherwise emit telemetry to allow the external infrastru-

ture to loate it. The infrastruture an �nd objets in its purview without

diretly involving the objets in the omputation. Personal-badge-loation sys-

tems �t into this ategory, as do bar odes and the radio frequeny identi�ation

tags that prevent merhandise theft, trak shipments, and help identify livestok

in the �eld [14℄ [26℄. Plaing the burden on the infrastruture dereases the om-

putational and power demands on the objets being loated, whih makes many

more appliations possible due to lower osts and smaller form fators.

The poliy for manipulating loation data need not be ditated by where

the omputation is performed. For example, system-level aess ontrol an

provide privay for a movement history in a personal-loation system while still

allowing the infrastruture to perform the loation omputation. Doing so,

however, imposes a requirement of trust in the aess ontrol.
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3.4 Auray and Preision

A loation system should report loations aurately and onsistently from mea-

surement to measurement. Some inexpensive GPS reeivers an loate positions

to within 10 meters for approximately 95 perent of measurements. More expen-

sive di�erential units usually do muh better, reahing 1- to 3- meter auraies

99 perent of the time. These distanes denote the auray, or grain size, of

the position information GPS an provide. The perentages denote preision,

or how often we an expet to get that auray.

Obviously, if we an live with less auray, we may be able to trade it for

inreased preision. Thus, we really must plae the two attributes in a ommon

framework for omparison. To arrive at a onise quantitative summary of au-

ray and preision, we an assess the error distribution inurred when loating

objets, along with any relevant dependenies suh as the neessary density of

infrastrutural elements. For example, \Using �ve base stations per 300 square

meters of indoor oor spae, loation-sensing system X an aurately loate

objets within error margins de�ned by a Gaussian distribution entered at the

objets' true loations and having a standard deviation of 2 meters."

Sensor fusion seeks to improve auray and preision by integrating many

loation or positioning systems to form hierarhial and overlapping levels of

resolution. Statistially merging error distributions is an e�etive way to assess

the ombined e�et of multiple sensors.

The ad ho sensor networking and smart dust ommunity [29℄ often addresses

the related issue of adaptive �delity. A loation system with this ability an

adjust its preision in response to dynami situations suh as partial failures or

diretives to onserve battery power.

Often, we evaluate a loation-sensing system's auray to determine whether

it is suitable for a partiular appliation. Motion-apture installations that sup-

port omputer animation [11℄ feature entimeter-level spatial positioning and

preise temporal resolution, but most appliations do not require this level of

auray. GPS tags might suÆe for speies biologists onerned about the po-

sition of a migrating whale pod to a preision of 1 square kilometer. A personal

loation system for home or oÆe appliations might need enough auray to

answer the query, \Whih room was I in around noon?" but not \Where, to

the nearest ubi entimeter, was my left thumb at 12:01:34 p.m.?"

3.5 Sale

A loation-sensing system may be able to loate objets worldwide, within a

metropolitan area, throughout a ampus, in a partiular building, or within a

single room. Further, the number of objets the system an loate with a ertain

amount of infrastruture or over a given time may be limited. For example, GPS

an serve an unlimited number of reeivers worldwide using 24 satellites plus

three redundant bakups. On the other hand, some eletroni tag readers annot

read any tag if more than one is within range.

To assess the sale of a loation-sensing system, we onsider its overage
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area per unit of infrastruture and the number of objets the system an loate

per unit of infrastruture per time interval. Time is an important onsideration

beause of the limited bandwidth available in sensing objets. For example,

a radio-frequeny-based tehnology an only tolerate a maximum number of

ommuniations before the hannel beomes ongested. Beyond this threshold,

either lateny in determining the objets' positions will inrease or a loss in

auray will our beause the system alulates the objets' positions less

frequently.

Systems an often expand to a larger sale by inreasing the infrastruture.

For example, a tag system that loates objets in a single building an operate

on a ampus by out�tting all ampus buildings and outdoor areas with the

neessary sensor infrastruture. Hindranes to salability in a loation system

inlude not only the infrastruture ost but also middleware omplexity { it may

prove diÆult to manage the larger and more distributed databases required for

a ampus-sized deployment.

3.6 Reognition

For appliations that need to reognize or lassify loated objets to take a

spei� ation based on their loation, an automati identi�ation mehanism

is needed. For example, a modern airport baggage handling system needs to

automatially route outbound and inbound luggage to the orret ight or laim

arousel. A proximity-loation system onsisting of tag sanners installed at key

loations along the automati baggage onveyers makes reognition a simple

matter of printing the appropriate destination odes on the adhesive luggage

hek stikers. In ontrast, GPS satellites have no inherent mehanism for

reognizing individual reeivers.

Systems with reognition apability may reognize only some feature types.

For example, ameras and vision systems an easily distinguish the olor or

shape of an objet but annot automatially reognize individual people or a

partiular apple drawn from a bushel basket.

A general tehnique for providing reognition apability assigns names or

globally unique IDs (GUID) to objets the system loates. One a tag, badge,

or label on the objet reveals its GUID, the infrastruture an aess an external

database to look up the name, type, or other semanti information about the

objet. It an also ombine the GUID with other ontextual information so

it an interpret the same objet di�erently under varying irumstanes. For

example, a person an retrieve the desriptions of objets in a museum in a

spei�ed language. The infrastruture an also reverse the GUID model to emit

IDs suh as URLs that mobile objets an reognize and use [4℄.

3.7 Cost

We an assess the ost of a loation-sensing system in several ways. Time

osts inlude fators suh as the installation proess's length and the system's
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administration needs. Spae osts involve the amount of installed infrastruture

and the hardware's size and form fator.

Capital osts inlude fators suh as the prie per mobile unit or infrastru-

ture element and the salaries of support personnel. For example, GPS reeivers

need an antenna of suÆient size for adequate satellite reeption and may need a

seond antenna to reeive the land-based di�erential signal. Support personnel

at the US Air Fore GPS ommand station must regularly monitor the status

of the GPS satellites. Further, building and launhing the satellites required a

major apital investment by the US government.

A simple ivilian GPS reeiver osts around $100 and represents the inre-

mental ost of making a new objet positionable independently of its global

loation. A system that uses infrared beaons for broad-asting room IDs re-

quires a beaon for every room in whih users want the system to �nd them. In

this ase, both the infrastruture and the objet the system loates ontribute

to the inremental ost.

3.8 Limitations

Some systems will not funtion in ertain environments. One diÆulty with

GPS is that reeivers usually annot detet the satellites' transmissions indoors.

This limitation has impliations for the kind of appliations we an build using

GPS. For example, beause most wired phones are loated indoors, even if its

auray and preision were high enough to make it oneivable, GPS does not

provide adequate support for an appliation that routes phone alls to the land-

line phone nearest the intended reipient. A possible solution that maintains

GPS interation yet works indoors uses a system of GPS repeaters mounted at

the edges of buildings to rebroadast the signals inside.

Some tagging systems an read tags properly only when a single tag is

present. In some ases, oloated systems that use the same operating fre-

queny experiene interferene. In general, we assess funtional limitations by

onsidering the harateristis of the underlying tehnologies that implement

the loation system.

4 A Survey of Loation Systems

We an use our taxonomy to survey some of the researh and ommerial loa-

tion tehnologies that are representative of the loation-sensing �eld. Tables 1

and 2 summarize the properties of these tehnologies. In Table 1, the open ir-

les indiate that the systems an be lassi�ed as either absolute or relative, and

the hekmarks indiate that loalized loation omputation (LLC) or reogni-

tion applies to the system. Physial-symboli and absolute-relative are paired

alternatives, and a system is usually one or the other in eah ategory.
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Tehnology Properties

Name Tehnique Phys Symb Abs Rel LLC Reognition

GPS Radio time-of-ight

lateration

� �

p

Ative Badges Di�use infrared el-

lular proximity

� �

p

Ative Bats Ultrasound time-

of-ight lateration

� �

p

MotionStar Sene analysis, lat-

eration

� �

p

VHF Omnidi-

retional Rang-

ing (VOR)

Angulation � �

p

Criket Proximity, latera-

tion

� Æ Æ

p

MSR RADAR 802.11 RF sene

analysis & triangu-

lation

� �

p

PinPoint 3D-iD RF lateration � �

p

Avalanhe

Transeivers

Radio signal

strength proximity

� �

Easy Living Vision, triangula-

tion

� �

p

Smart Floor Physial ontat

proximity

� �

p

Automati ID

Systems

Proximity � Æ Æ

p

Wireless An-

drew

802.11 ellular

proximity

� �

p

E911 Triangulation � �

p

SpotON Ad ho lateration � �

p

Table 1: Loation system properties.
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Tehnology Classi�ation Criteria

Name Au & Pre Sale Cost Limitations

GPS 1-5 meters (95-

99%)

24 satellites

worldwide

Expensive infras-

truture, $100 re-

eivers

Not indoors

Ative Badges Room size 1 base per room,

badge per base

per 10 se

Administration

osts, heap tags

& bases

Sunlight &

uoresent in-

terferene with

infrared

Ative Bats 9m (95%) 1 base per 10m

2

,

25 omputations

per room per se

Administration

osts, heap tags

& sensors

Required eiling

sensor grids

MotionStar 1mm, 1ms, 0:1

Æ

(nearly 100%)

Controller per

sene, 108 sensors

per sene

Controlled

senes, expensive

hardware

Control unit

tether, preise

installation

VHF Omnidi-

retional Rang-

ing (VOR)

1

Æ

radial

(�100%)

Several trans-

mitters per

metropolitan

area

Expensive in-

frastruture,

inexpensive

airraft reeivers

30-140 nautial

miles line of sight

Criket 4x4 ft. regions

(�100%)

� 1 beaon per

16 sq. ft.

$10 beaons & re-

eivers

No entral man-

agement, reeiver

omputation

MSR RADAR 3-4.3m (50%) 3 bases per oor 802.11 network

installation,

�$100 wireless

NICs

Wireless NICs re-

quired

PinPoint 3D-iD 1-3m Several bases per

building

Infrastruture in-

stallation, expen-

sive hardware

Proprietary,

802.11 interfer-

ene

Avalanhe

Transeivers

Variable, 60-80m

range

1 transeiver per

person

�$200 per

transeiver

Short radio

range, unwanted

signal attenua-

tion

Easy Living Variable 3 ameras per

small room

Proessing

power, installed

ameras

Ubiquitous pub-

li ameras

Smart Floor Spaing of pres-

sure sensors

(100%)

Complete sensor

grid per oor

Installation of

sensor grid, re-

ation of footfall

training dataset

Reognition may

not sale to large

populations

Automati ID

Systems

Range of sens-

ing phenomenon

(RFID typially <

1m)

Sensor per loa-

tion

Installation, vari-

able hardware

osts

Must known sen-

sor loations

Wireless An-

drew

802.11 ell size

(�100m indoor,

1km free spae)

Many bases per

ampus

802.11 deploy-

ment, �$100

wireless NICs

Wireless NICs re-

quired, RF ell

geometries

E911 150-300m (95%) Density of ellu-

lar infrastruture

Upgrading phone

hardware or ell

infrastruture

Only where ell

overage exists

SpotON Depends on lus-

ter size

Cluster at least 2

tags

$30 per tag, no

infrastruture

Attenuation less

aurate than

time-of-ight

Table 2: Loation system lassi�ation riteria.
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Figure 5: Olivetti Ative Badge (right) and a base station (left) used in the

system's infrastruture.

4.1 Ative Badge

The �rst and arguably arhetypal indoor badge sensing system, the Ative

Badge loation system, whih was developed at Olivetti Researh Laboratory,

now AT&T Cambridge [37℄, onsists of a ellular proximity system that uses

di�use infrared tehnology. Eah person the system an loate wears a small

infrared badge like that shown in Figure 5. The badge emits a globally unique

identi�er every 10 seonds or on demand. A entral server ollets this data

from �xed infrared sensors around the building, aggregates it, and provides an

appliation programming interfae for using the data.

The Ative Badge system provides absolute loation information. A badge's

loation is symboli, representing, for example, the room { or other infrared

onstraining volume { in whih the badge is loated. The Cambridge group also

designed one of the �rst large software arhitetures for handling this type of

symboli loation data [20℄.

As with any di�use infrared system, Ative Badges have diÆulty in loa-

tions with uoresent lighting or diret sunlight beause of the spurious infrared

emissions these light soures generate. Di�use infrared has an e�etive range

of several meters, whih limits ell sizes to small- or medium-sized rooms. In

larger rooms, the system an use multiple infrared beaons.

4.2 Ative Bat

In more reent work, AT&T researhers have developed the Ative Bat loation

system, whih uses an ultrasound time-of-ight lateration tehnique to provide

more aurate physial positioning than Ative Badges [21℄. Users and objets

arry Ative Bat tags shown in Figure 6. In response to a request the on-

troller sends via short-range radio, a Bat emits an ultrasoni pulse to a grid
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Figure 6: Mobile \Bat" of the At&T Cambridge Ative Bat loation system.

Image ourtesy of AT&T Laboratories Cambridge.

of eiling-mounted reeivers. At the same time the ontroller sends the radio

frequeny request paket, it also sends a synhronized reset signal to the eiling

sensors using a wired serial network. Eah eiling sensor measures the time in-

terval from reset to ultrasoni pulse arrival and omputes its distane from the

Bat. The loal ontroller then forwards the distane measurements to a en-

tral ontroller, whih performs the lateration omputation. Statistial pruning

eliminates erroneous sensor measurements aused by a eiling sensor hearing

a reeted ultrasound pulse instead of one that traveled along the diret path

from the Bat to the sensor.

The system, as reported in 1999, an loate Bats to within 9m of their true

position for 95 perent of the measurements, and work to improve the auray

even further is in progress. It an also ompute orientation information given

prede�ned knowledge about the plaement of Bats on the rigid form of an objet

and allowing for the ease with whih ultrasound is obstruted. Eah Bat has a

GUID for addressing and reognition.

Using ultrasound time of ight this way requires a large �xed-sensor infras-

truture throughout the eiling and is rather sensitive to the preise plaement of

these sensors. Thus, salability, ease of deployment, and ost are disadvantages

of this approah.

4.3 Criket

Complementing the Ative Bat system, the Criket Loation Support System

uses ultrasound emitters to reate the infrastruture and embeds reeivers in the

objet being loated [32℄. This approah fores the mobile objets to perform all

their own triangulation omputations. Criket uses the radio frequeny signal
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not only for synhronization of the time measurement, but also to delineate the

time region during whih the reeiver should onsider the sounds it reeives. The

system an identify any ultrasound it hears after the end of the radio frequeny

paket as a reetion and ignore it. A randomized algorithm allows multiple

unoordinated beaons to oexist in the same spae. Eah beaon also transmits

a string of data that desribes the semantis of the areas it delineates using the

short-range radio.

Like the Ative Bat system, Criket uses ultrasoni time-of-ight data and a

radio frequeny ontrol signal, but this system does not require a grid of eiling

sensors with �xed loations beause its mobile reeivers perform the timing and

omputation funtions. Criket, in its urrently implemented form, is muh

less preise than Ative Bat in that it an aurately delineate 4x4 square-foot

regions within a room, while Ative Bat is aurate to 9m. However, the

fundamental limit of range-estimation auray used in Criket should be no

di�erent than Ative Bat, and future implementations may ompete with eah

other on auray.

Criket implements both the lateration and proximity tehniques. Reeiv-

ing multiple beaons lets reeivers triangulate their position. Reeiving only

one beaon still provides useful proximity information when ombined with the

semanti string the beaon transmits on the radio.

Criket's advantages inlude privay and deentralized salability, while its

disadvantages inlude a lak of entralized management or monitoring and the

omputational burden { and onsequently power burden { that timing and pro-

essing both the ultrasound pulses and RF data plae on the mobile reeivers.

4.4 RADAR

A Mirosoft Researh group has developed RADAR, a building-wide traking

system based on the IEEE 802.11 WaveLAN wireless networking tehnology [3℄.

RADAR measures, at the base station, the signal strength and signal-to-noise

ratio of signals that wireless devies send, then it uses this data to ompute the

2D position within a building. Mirosoft has developed two RADAR implemen-

tations: one using sene analysis and the other using lateration.

The RADAR approah o�ers two advantages: It requires only a few base

stations, and it uses the same infrastruture that provides the building's general-

purpose wireless networking. Likewise, RADAR su�ers two disadvantages.

First, the objet it is traking must support a wireless LAN, whih may be im-

pratial on small or power-onstrained devies. Seond, generalizing RADAR

to multioored buildings or three dimensions presents a nontrivial problem.

RADAR's sene-analysis implementation an plae objets to within about

3 meters of their atual position with 50 perent probability, while the signal-

strength lateration implementation has 4.3-meter auray at the same prob-

ability level. Although the sene-analysis version provides greater auray,

signi�ant hanges in the environment, suh as moving metal �le abinets or

large groups of people ongregating in rooms or hallways, may neessitate re-

onstruting the prede�ned signal-strength database or reating an entirely new
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database.

Several ommerial ompanies suh as WhereNet [15℄ and Pinpoint [13℄ sell

wireless asset-traking pakages, whih are similar in form to RADAR. Pin-

point's 3D-iD performs indoor position traking using proprietary base station

and tag hardware to measure radio time of ight. Pinpoint's system ahieves 1-

to 3-meter auray and, by virtue of being a ommerial produt, o�ers easier

deployment and administration than many researh systems.

The 3D-iD system su�ers the disadvantage that eah antenna has a narrow

one of inuene, whih an make ubiquitous deployment prohibitively expen-

sive. Thus, 3D-iD best suits large indoor spae settings suh as hospitals or

warehouses. It has diÆulty interoperating with the 802.11 wireless networking

infrastruture beause of radio spetrum ollision in the unregulated Industrial,

Sienti�, and Medial (ISM) band.

4.5 MotionStar Magneti Traker

Eletromagneti sensing o�ers a lassi position-traking method [33℄. The large

body of researh and produts that support virtual reality and motion apture

for omputer animation often o�er modern inarnations of this tehnology. For

example, Asension o�ers a variety of motion-apture solutions, inluding Flok

of Birds and, shown in Figure 7, the MotionStar DC magneti traker [2℄. These

traking systems generate axial DC magneti-�eld pulses from a transmitting

antenna in a �xed loation. The system omputes the position and orientation

of the reeiving antennas by measuring the response in three orthogonal axes

to the transmitted �eld pulse, ombined with the onstant e�et of the earth's

magneti �eld.

Traking systems suh as MotionStar sense preise physial positions relative

to the magneti transmitting antenna. These systems o�er the advantage of very

high preision and auray, on the order of less than 1mm spatial resolution,

1ms time resolution, and 0:1

Æ

orientation apability. Disadvantages inlude

steep implementation osts and the need to tether the traked objet to a ontrol

unit. Further, the sensors must remain within 1 to 3 meters of the transmitter,

and auray degrades with the presene of metalli objets in the environment.

Many other tehnologies have been used in virtual environments or in sup-

port of omputer animation. A CDMA radio ranging approah has been sug-

gested [6℄, and many ompanies sell optial, infrared, and mehanial motion-

apture systems. Like MotionStar, these systems are not designed to be salable

for use in large, loation-aware appliations. Rather, they apture position in

one preisely ontrolled environment.

4.6 Easy Living

Several groups have explored using omputer vision tehnology to �gure out

where things are. Mirosoft Researh's Easy Living provides one example of

this approah. Easy Living uses the Digilops real-time 3D ameras shown in

Figure 8 to provide stereo-vision positioning apability in a home environment
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Figure 7: MotionStar DC magneti traker, a preision system used in motion

apture for omputer animation, traks the position and orientation of up to 108

sensor points on an objet or sene. Key omponents inlude (left and right)

the magneti pulse transmitting antennas and (enter) the reeiving antennas

and ontroller. Image ourtesy of Asension Tehnology Corporation.

[34℄. Although Easy Living uses high-performane ameras, vision systems typ-

ially use substantial amounts of proessing power to analyze frames aptured

with omparatively low-omplexity hardware.

State-of-the-art integrated systems [17℄ demonstrate that multimodal pro-

essing { silhouette, skin olor, and fae pattern { an signi�antly enhane

auray. Vision loation systems must, however, onstantly struggle to main-

tain analysis auray as sene omplexity inreases and more olusive motion

ours. The dependene on infrastrutural proessing power, along with publi

wariness of ubiquitous ameras, an limit the salability or suitability of vision

loation systems in many appliations.

4.7 Smart Floor

In Georgia Teh's Smart Floor proximity loation system [30℄, embedded pres-

sure sensors apture footfalls, and the system uses the data for position trak-

ing and pedestrian reognition. This unobtrusive diret physial ontat system

does not require people to arry a devie or wear a tag. However, the system has

the disadvantages of poor salability and high inremental ost beause the oor

of eah building in whih Smart Floor is deployed must be physially altered to

install the pressure sensor grids.
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Figure 8: Digilops olor 3D amera, made by Point Grey Researh and used by

the Mirosoft Researh Easy Living group to provide stereo-vision positioning

in a home environment. Image ourtesy of Point Grey Researh In.

4.8 E911

The US Federal Communiations Commission's E911 teleommuniation initia-

tives require that wireless phone providers develop a way to loate any phone

that makes a 911 emergeny all [10℄. E911 is not a spei� loation-sensing

system, but we inlude it beause the initiatives have spawned many ompanies

that are developing a variety of loation systems to determine a ellular phone's

loation.

Loation systems developed to omply with the E911 initiatives will also

support new onsumer servies. For example, a wireless telephone an use this

tehnology to �nd the nearest gas station, post oÆe, movie theater, bus, or

automated teller mahine. Data from many ellular users an be aggregated to

identify areas of traÆ ongestion. Many business speulators tout this model

of mobile onsumerism, or mCommere, as being the \next big thing."

To omply with E911, vendors are exploring several RF tehniques, inlud-

ing antenna proximity, angulation using phased antenna arrays, lateration via

signal attenuation and time of ight, as well as GPS-enabled handsets that

transmit their omputed loation to the ellular system [1℄. To meet the FCC

requirement, positioning must be aurate to within 150 meters for 95 perent

of alls with reeiver-based handset solutions suh as GPS, or to within 300

meters with network-transmitter-based approahes.
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5 Applying the Taxonomy

In addition to simply reasoning about a loation-sensing system, our taxonomy

an be applied to evaluate the harateristis of a loation system needed by a

partiular appliation or the suitability of an existing loation system for the

appliation. To illustrate, onsider hoosing a loation-sensing system for a

personal ubiquitous jukebox. The jukebox allows eah user to ustomize their

own audio stream to aompany them as they move throughout a home or oÆe

environment. The audio stream is generated by the infrastruture from both a

�xed repository of the user's personal digital audio �les and streaming ontent

suh as internet radio stations. Audio stream playbak takes advantage of �xed

speakers the user enounters in the environment. Stream ontent is mediated

when multiple users are in physial proximity of eah other and must share the

same speakers.

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the \�ngerprint" of how loation-sensing systems

�ts into the taxonomy. Given this appliation spei�ation, we an use the

taxonomy to reate the �ngerprint of a loation-sensing system that would meet

the needs of this ubiquitous jukebox. For example:

1. Physial versus Symboli. The jukebox requires symboli loations.

The user needs to able to be loated in regions in the environment orre-

sponding to areas served by audio speakers. Knowing the physial (x,y,z)

position of the user is not diretly useful.

2. Absolute or Relative. Beause the appliation uses �xed speakers

driven by the infrastruture, absolute loations are needed.

3. Loalized Loal Computation. The infrastruture is already managing

and keeping private eah user's repository of digital audio �les so allowing

it to ompute the user's loations and then proteting this information

with aess-ontrols is reasonable.

4. Reognition. The jukebox requires the apability to reognize and dis-

tinguish individual people in order to pipe users' audio streams to the

orret speakers.

5. Auray and Preision. Auray must be suÆient to distinguish

the regions in whih various speakers may be heard { probably on the

order of 4 � 6m

2

regions. Jukebox preision should be very high, on the

order of 99%.

6. Cost. A low ost loation-sensing system is always desirable, but a

loation-sensing system with inremental osts in the infrastruture may

be aeptable in this ase sine expanding to serve new areas already re-

quires installing additional speaker infrastruture.

7. Limitations. The loation-sensing system must funtion in the indoor

environment.
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From this �ngerprint, we an immediately rule out ertain loation systems

and analyze the suitability of others. GPS will not work indoors. MotionStar

provides exessive auray and laks the neessary salability. The Criket

system, while providing enough auray and being low ost, may not be the

ideal hoie in the ase beause the infrastruture is already managing the audio

streams and �le storage so foring the mobile tags to ompute whih speakers

they are near is an unneessary divergene from an already infrastruture-entri

appliation model.

The best andidate for this jukebox appliation drawn from the systems we

have seen in this paper is probably the Ative Badge system. Ative Badges

may require more installed infrastruture then is desirable but beause di�use

infrared and audio are both generally onstrained by the same physial barriers

suh as walls of a room, the overage of an Ative Badge bastation orresponds

niely with the region served by a set of speakers. Symboli speaker loation

information is potentially easy to manage using the Ative Badge system.

Muh like a modern software development yle, this entire evaluation pro-

ess is irular { speify the appliation, onstrut the �ngerprint of a loation-

sensing system meeting the needs of the appliation, determine the existing

systems whih omes losest to mathing that �ngerprint, evaluate how well

those systems supports the appliation, respeify the appliation, and repeat

until the appliation is fully spei�ed and either a loation system is hose or

the deision is made to onstrut a new loation-sensing system.

6 Researh Diretions

Loation sensing is a mature enough �eld to de�ne a spae within a taxon-

omy that is generally populated by existing systems, as Tables 1 and 2 have

shown. As suh, future work should generally fous on lowering ost, redu-

ing the amount of infrastruture, improving salability, and reating systems

that are more exible within the taxonomy. This does not imply, however, that

loation-sensing is a solved problem or that further advanements are simply a

matter of rote tehnology improvement. Rather, loation-sensing is now enter-

ing an exiting phase in whih ross-pollination with ideas from other omputer

siene and engineering disiplines motivates future researh.

6.1 Sensor fusion

De�ned as the use of multiple tehnologies or loation systems simultaneously

to form hierarhial and overlapping levels of sensing, sensor fusion an provide

aggregate properties unavailable when using loation systems individually.

For example, integrating several systems with di�erent error distributions

may inrease auray and preision beyond what is possible using an individual

system. The more independent the tehniques, the more e�etively they an be

ombined.
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Figure 9: Robots have many on-board sensors for use in loalization, multi-robot

ollaboration, and zero-knowledge map building.

An example of urrent sensor fusion researh, multisensor ollaborative robot

loalization and map building presents a problem usually divided into two sub-

problems:

� traking loation as the environment hanges or the robot moves, and

� determining robot loation from a zero-knowledge start state.

Autonomous robots, suh as those shown in Figure 9, employ a myriad of

on-board sensors inluding ultrasound and laser range �nders, inertial trakers,

and ameras. The robots use Markov and Bayesian statistial tehniques and

multi-robot ollaboration to aomplish sensor fusion [19℄. These tehniques

provide important starting points for ombining loation systems for ubiquitous

omputing.

6.2 Ad Ho Loation Sensing

This approah to loating objets without drawing on the infrastruture or

entral ontrol borrows ideas from the ad ho networking researh ommunity.

In a purely ad ho loation-sensing system, all of the entities beome mobile

objets with the same sensors and apabilities. To estimate their loations,

objets ooperate with other nearby objets by sharing sensor data to fator out

overall measurement error. In this way, a luster of ad ho objets onverges

to an aurate estimate of all nearby objets' positions. Objets in the luster

are loated relative to one another or absolutely if some objets in the luster

oupy known loations.
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Figure 10: Prototype SpotON radio tag. These tags use radio signal attenuation

to perform ad ho lateration. Ad ho lusters of tags ooperate to fator out

measurement errors for all tag positions.

The tehniques for building ad ho systems inlude triangulation, sene anal-

ysis, or proximity. The work of Doherty et al. [18℄ and Bulusu et al. [8℄ explores

ad ho proximity systems that onsider variants of the following question: Given

a set S of tiny sensor devies and a proximity model of radio onnetivity, suh

as a sphere or irle with a �xed radius, if we know that s

0

: : : s

n

, s

i

� S are

subsets of sensors in proximity to one another, how aurately an we infer the

relative loation of all sensors in set S?

Doherty et al. present an algorithmi approah to this problem as well as a

framework for desribing error bounds on the omputed loations. Bulusu et

al. extend this basi onnetivity notion by adding an ideal theoretial model of

outdoor radio behavior and a regular grid of referene nodes at known loations.

The SpotON system implements ad ho lateration with low-ost tags. Spo-

tON tags use radio signal attenuation to estimate intertag distane [23℄. They

exploit the density of tags and orrelation of multiple measurements to improve

both auray and preision. Figure 10 shows a prototype SpotON tag.

Sensing objet loations with no �xed infrastruture represents a highly sal-

able and low-ost approah. In the future, infrastrutural systems ould inor-

porate ad ho onepts to inrease auray or redue ost. For example, it

might be possible for a system like Ative Bat to use a sparser eiling-mounted

ultrasound reeiver grid if Bats ould also aurately measure their distane

from other Bats and share this information with the infrastruture.

6.3 Loation-Sensing-System Auray: A Challenge

Comparing the auray and preision of di�erent loation-sensing systems an

be an arduous task beause many system desriptions lak a onise summary
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of these parameters. We therefore suggest that future quantitative evaluations

of loation-sensing systems inlude the error distribution, summarizing the sys-

tem's auray and preision and any relevant dependenies suh as the density

of infrastrutural elements. For example, \Using �ve base stations per 300

square meters of indoor oor spae, loation-sensing system X an aurately

loate objets within error margins de�ned by a Gaussian distribution entered

at the objets' true loation and a standard deviation of 2 meters." We strongly

enourage the loation-sensing researh and development ommunity to inves-

tigate how to best obtain and represent suh error distributions.

In addition to its omparison value, researhers ould use a loation-sensing

system's aurately desribed error distribution as partial input for simulating

a system { even a hypothetial one. Prototyping an appliation with a sim-

ulator avoids the ost of purhasing, deploying, and on�guring a hardware

infrastruture when the goal is simply to evaluate the suitability of a ertain

loation-sensing system. Preliminary work on this idea has begun. For example,

Bylund and Espinoza have built a simulator for a ampus-sized position-sensing

system that uses a Quake III gaming arena [9℄.

7 Conlusion

In this paper, we have presented the basi tehniques used for loation sensing,

taxonomized loation system properties, and surveyed researh and ommerial

loation systems that de�ne the �eld. We applied our taxonomy to a ubiqui-

tous jukebox appliation to illustrate its value in evaluating the requirements

of a loation system needed by a partiular appliation or the suitability of an

existing loation system for an appliation. Finally, we have observed that sine

the spae de�ned by our taxonomy is generally populated, loation-sensing �eld

is entering an exiting time where the ross-pollination of ideas amongst exist-

ing systems and from other disiplines of omputer siene and engineering is

motivating future researh suh as sensor fusion and ad-ho loation sensing.

With dereasing osts of silion and wireless onnetivity, loation systems

will beome inreasingly ommon. Inreased attention and e�ort will foster

improvements in various aspets of the design spae. We o�er our approah to

omparing these systems to help researhers make better hoies for the loation

systems they use in ubiquitous appliations.
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